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The Red Children
Words From the Story

p Read the dictionary pronunciation, then find the right spelling
in the word box. Write each word under its picture.

1. 9• shßn 2. t7•p7 3. w3• k7• ßp

4. w3g•wäm 5. kl3f•dw2• lßrz 6. bß•fß• l9

p Write the words that are left in these blanks.

7. Different Indian (tr8bz)

had different languages and different

kinds of (sh2l tßrz) .

Read the story “The Red Children.”

wigwam tepee

buffalo ocean

shelters wickiup

cliff dwellers tribes
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The Red Children Lesson 3

Paragraphs

You remember that a paragraph is made of sentences that
tell something about the same subject.  When a writer begins
to tell about something different, he starts a new paragraph.
In a story, the words one person says are in one paragraph.
When another person begins to talk, his words are in a new
paragraph.  Even if a person says only one word, that word is
a paragraph.

How can you tell when a new paragraph begins?

The first thing to remember is to look only at the words on
the left side of the page.  Do you see how the first word of
most lines is straight under the word above it?

Take your ruler and lay it against the first letter of those
words on this page.  Draw a line along the ruler from the star
at the top to the star at the bottom.

Now look at the words that are set in a little way from the
line.  We say they are indented (3n d2nt ßd).  The indented
words mark the beginning of a new paragraph.

p Follow these directions.

8. Ring the number of paragraphs above:   3    4    5    6    7

9. Write the first word of each paragraph on the line.

I

I
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Thinking and Telling
p Read each question.  Write what you think.

1. Which kind of Indian shelter would you like best to live in?

2. Give one reason.

3. Cliff dwellers who lived in rooms high on the cliff often pulled up
their ladders at night.  Why do you think they did that?

4. Why do you think most Indians did not build large houses?

5. What is one kind of work you do that Hole-in-the-Sky or Sleepy-
Eye would not have done?

6. What are two games you like to play that you know Indian children
in the story would not have played?

Lesson 4
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The Story Verse
He . . . hath made of one blood all nations.  Acts 17:26

p Answer the questions to show what the verse means.  Write a
word or underline the correct answer.

7. Who has made all nations (n6 shßnz)?

8. The word nations means:
a. different kinds of people in different places.

b. different lands and countries.

9. “He... hath made of one blood” means:
a. God made people out of blood.

b. God created everyone with the same kind of blood.

p Circle Yes or No to answer the question under the story title.

10. Do you and Indians have the same kind of blood? Yes No

11. Do you and Indians both need food and shelter? Yes No

12. Do you both have a father and mother? Yes No

13. Do you both feel sad and happy sometimes? Yes No

14. Do you both have arms, legs, eyes, and nose? Yes No

15. Do you know some things cliff dwellers didn’t know? Yes No

16. Did cliff dwellers know some things you don’t know? Yes No

17. Do both need to know Jesus? Yes No

The Red Children Lesson 4
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All Kinds of Houses –Words From the Story

p Read the words below.  Find and circle the correct spelling in
the word box.  Write each word under its pronunciation.

1. r9•m3ng 4. mßsk •r1ts 6. h$r •nßts

2. kr7 •chßrz 5. kr6 •f3sh 7. hßr •mßt

3. märv •ß •lßs

Six of the words go 
across.  One word
goes down.

p Write the number of a word above in each box.

8. insects that sting  

9. wonderful

10. walking around from place to place

11. living things God created

12. a person who wants to live by himself

13. two creatures that live in or near water

Read the story “All Kinds of Houses.”

Lesson 5
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Do You Understand These Words?
Roaming means “walking slowly from place to place
looking at things.”

p Circle T for True or F for False.

14. If you are sledding, you are roaming downhill. T F

15. You could roam around in a big house. T F

16. A woods is a good place to go roaming. T F

17. Roaming is a fast way to get to school. T F

18. Roaming can help you find different wild flowers. T F

A hermit is a person who likes to live away from other
people.

A hermit crab wants a snail shell all to himself.  Perhaps
that is why he was named hermit crab.

p Write why you think these crabs were given their names.

19. horseshoe crab

20. blue crab

21. rock crab

All Kinds of Houses Lesson 5
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What Kind of House?
p The story told you where many of God’s creatures live.  Write

each animal under the kind of house it lives in.

hole paper

p Write the words that tell what your house is made of.

wood    brick    grass    stone    plastic    metal

14.

shell

nest

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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7.

wasp    snake    woodpecker    turtle    mouse    muskrat

groundhog    spider    hornet    bluebird    snail    squirrel    fox
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The Story Verse
Foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have nests.  

Matthew 8:20

God made all living creatures so they would know how to
make or find the kind of shelter they need.

He also created them so they could find the kind of food
they need.  An elephant does not eat worms.  How could he
find enough worms for a good meal?  A giraffe does not eat
rabbits. How could he catch them?

Animals that eat worms can dig and scratch for them.
Animals that eat rabbits run fast.  God gave them claws and
teeth to catch and hold small animals.

p Underline two things each creature eats.

15. bears fish berries hay flies

16. squirrels bees acorns nuts rabbits

17. birds hay cows worms mosquitoes

18. horses corn rabbits mice grass

19. snakes frogs rats moths straw

20. bugs fleas beans pigs potatoes

p From the lists above, write eight things people eat.

21.
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